Pilot study on vascular intervention training based on blood flow effected guidewire simulation.
A decent guidewire behavior simulation is vital to the virtual vascular intervention training. The influence of blood flow has rarely been taken into consideration in former works of guidewire simulation. This paper addresses the problem by integrating blood flow analysis and proposes a novel guidewire simulation model.The blood flow distribution inside arterial vasculature is computed by separating the vascular model into discrete cylindrical vessels and modeling the flow in each vessel with the Poiseuille Law. The blood flow computation is then integrated into a Kirchhoff rods model. The simulation could be run in real time with hardware acceleration at least 30 fps. To validate the result, an experiment environment with a 3D printed vascular phantom and an electromagnetic tracking(EMT) system was set up with clinical-used guidewire sensors applied in phantom to trace its motion as the standard for comparison. Experiment results reveal that the shown blood flow effected model presents better physical credibility with a lower and more stable root-mean-square(RMS) at 2.14mm ± 1.24mm, better than the Kirchhoff model of 4.81mm±3.80mm.